PUBLIC HEALTH EXCHANGE INTERNSHIP FORM
(SCOPH EXCHANGE Internship Form)
(IFMSA-China)

General Information

Name of the Internship’s Project:
China-U.S.-Africa Trilateral Engagement in Public Health Education

Name and address of the department:
Name: Global Health Institute, Wuhan University
Address: No. 115, Donghu Road, Wuhan, Hubei, China

Type of the Department:

- [ ] Governmental Institute
- [ ] Non-Governmental Organization (NGO)
- [✓] Hospital/ Medical Institute
- [ ] Other, please mention

Head of the department:
Global Health Institute

Tutor(s):
Hao Li

E-mail:
h.li@whu.edu.cn

Phone:
+86 18162708610

Description of the Internship

(min. 3 lines, max. 10 lines)

Problem Statement: Please describe the main issue(s) addressed during the internship:
In recent years, relations between China and Africa have grown rapidly, but the growing influence in Africa prompts suspicion in the USA. Despite a series of challenges in China-U.S. relations, there is still much room for the cooperation in Africa between the two sides, especially in public health medical education. So, we need to research the cooperation model of China-U.S. in Africa and the challenges for the cooperation on public health education to actively promote trilateral cooperation among China-U.S.-Africa.

What is the main goal(s) of the Internship?
1. To cultivate students with international internships.
2. To get students to participate in the search of the literature.
3. To write a draft report about China-US collaboration status in Africa in public health medical education.
4. To provide policy suggestions.

What are the objectives of the Internship?
The students will gain skills in how to search for literature with professional software. They will also know how to write a report and an academic article. Despite their capacity development, a full report and an academic article will also be finished.

What is the expected outcome(s) of the Internship?
1. Research Report
2. Academic Paper

The impact will be assessed in the student's report at the end of his internship.

Type of the Internship:
 ✓ Advocacy ✓ Campaigning and Education ✓ Research □ Clinical Work

Exchange Student's Role:

Will there be any theoretical teaching provided (preliminary reading, lectures, courses, seminars)?
We will teach students to collect, select and sort out multi-dimensional information related to public health cooperation from relevant websites of Chinese, American and African institutions, academic databases, current political news platforms.

What is the role of the student and what is expected from him/her during the exchange? (minimum 3 lines)
The main task of students is to collect and analyze existing data, evidence and knowledge related to public health cooperation, and participate in other activities such as basic courses,
interviews, seminar and so on.

What should be the outcome of the student’s participation on the exchange Internship (paper, poster etc)?
1. Academic Paper
2. Research Report

Will you be providing performance based letter of recommendation?
✓ Yes  ☐ No

What are the practical skills and knowledge the student will acquire during the exchange program?
Collecting literature, organizing interviews and seminars, writing papers and reports.

**Requirements**
*(Please check all that apply)*

Students Eligible for the Exchange:
✓ Medical Students
☐ Graduated Students (less than 6 months before the beginning of the exchange)
✓ Pre Medical Students (In case of countries where preclinical years are considered a different degree)
✓ Health Sciences Students: Public Health, Paramedics.

Are there any other requirements than your NMO Exchange Condition?
☐ Yes  ✓ No

If yes, please mention them below:

**Schedule**

How long will be the exchange period?
*(Please check both if you accept students for either 4 or 8 weeks)*
✓ 4 weeks  ✓ 8 weeks ☐ Other ________________

There are approximately _6_ hours of work per day.
Available months:

- January
- February
- March
- April
- May
- June
- July
- August
- September
- October
- November
- December

How many exchange students can you accept to this internship?

At the same time per one exchange period? 2

In total per year? 2

**Special remarks:**

By signing this form, the national officer fully accepts to abide to SCOPE and SCOPH regulations.

Date, Address

Name, Signature and Stamp of the NPO

Date, Address

Name, Signature and Stamp of the NEO

Date, Address

Name, Signature and Stamp of the SCOPH Director
Thank you for your contribution!